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. ghosts of leaves > whispering reminding / prehistoric seascape the first blob 
of life / cracks through which light is lost / warping > playing through light 
> dancing > intertwining around / a blue image of touch > sinking away 
from the surface of the paper and into the deep blue / lone leaf ’s mainstream  
> clear current / veined eclipse > moons emerge / holy ghosts > arranged in 
a line > we were here in time .
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Cyanotype: Martin Freeman .

A series of visual art workshops with sound recording sessions 
taking inspiration from the River Wandle and its many  
(hi)stories, culminating in a permanent installation at the  
Ram Quarter Heritage Centre .



Confluence: The River Speaks was a multi-disciplinary project designed 
to explore life and livelihood along the River Wandle and to 
question how the concepts and realities of “river” and of “human” 
might find common ground . 

Working with groups local to the river, individuals and interested 
visitors, the participatory project ran from September to October 
2017 and was a response to research, acknowledging the natural 
and physical aspects of the River Wandle and the historical and 
cultural resonance it has for those that live, work and play by it . 

Coinciding with Tania Kovats’ installation at the Ram Quarter 
Heritage Centre, the project reflected the action of collecting 
elements of and from the river, and the creative translation of water 
to represent not just the river, but also the history and landscape 
of the Wandle Valley .

This complementary booklet offers a short history of the river 
and gives an overview of each of the workshops that took place 
along with photographs and examples of the artworks created  
by the participants . Studded throughout the booklet are poems  
and exploratory texts that have been written by participants . You 
will also find observations offered by participants with regard  
to their experiences during the workshops woven through the 
related pages . 

Finally, I have written an insight into the permanent audio-
visual installation that has been created for the Ram Quarter 
Heritage Centre . The piece features many of the sound recordings 
made during the workshops and was inspired by the visual 
artworks created and the conversations had with participants . 
The installation is both the culmination and celebration of the 
River Wandle project . Do immerse yourself and enjoy!

helen frosi, lead artist  
february 2018

Foreword

 
 
 
Cyanotype: Rebecca Denholm
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I do not know much about gods; but I think that the river
Is a strong brown god – sullen, untamed and intractable,
t.s. eliot, ‘four quartets’

The River Wandle is a chalk stream running through southwest 
London, named, it is thought, after the settlement by its mouth, 
“Wendle’s enclosure” . Its sources are located at Wandle Park 
(Croydon) and Carshalton Ponds (Sutton), and its course runs  
for 14 miles through the Greater London boroughs of Croydon, 
Sutton, Merton and Wandsworth . The River Graveney (Norbury 
Brook) feeds into the Wandle from the East, at the border of 
Merton and Wandsworth .

The river’s noted human history dates back to Roman times, 
with its rapid flow utilised for agricultural enrichment and 
latterly industrial gain, especially so during the Industrial 
Revolution of the 18th and 19th Centuries when numerous water 
wheels were installed to power local paper, and textile mills 
(producing dyes, calico and silk) such as William Morris’ print 
house, the Liberty Print Works and Merton Board Mills . Other 
industry including the manufacture of tobacco (snuff), 
gunpowder, iron, copper and herbal oils such as peppermint  
and lavender, took advantage of the Wandle, then known as 
“the hardest working river for its size in the world .” * 
The Wandle, first forming its own course, has moreover, been 
defined physically and metaphorically by its industrial usage . 
Over time, the river’s course has been canalised, cut to form 
leats (channels that power mills), and finally culverted in 
sections to discourage the diseases and noisome odours that 
would have arisen due to the river’s various misuses . From the 
1700s until the late 20th Century the Wandle’s flora and fauna 

*Anonymous, 1905 . Wandle Industrial Museum,  
‘The River Wandle’, Educational Information Leaflet’

dwindled (especially its fish stock) and by the 1960s it was 
declared a running sewer, infamous for running all manner  
of colours, care of the tanneries that discharged waste into it . 

In more recent times, a concerted effort to clean up the river 
and improve its associated green spaces has been implemented 
by a variety of organisations, community groups and individuals, 
leading to the area being established as London’s newest 
Regional Park: the Wandle Valley Regional Park . By working 
together through initiatives such as the Living Wandle 
Landscape Partnership, native habitats have been restored for 
wildlife, invasive plant species removed, and the river is now 
used as an educational and creative resource to inspire local 
people, schoolchildren and volunteers .

              gathering moss among
           f luxus, interrupted on occasion by
              the fast f lowing current

landscape
time foraging

                  current 
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river begin begin, river begin begin

                  cool dank
                 chaotic noise
                 willow f lies
                 deep shadow
                 find f luidity
                 touch energy
                rippling thoughts

              begin   river begin
             breath   beneath leaves
             covered   over changes
             quick   hidden sounds

          opportunity   through   leaves
           beneath   another   willow
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Alongside workshops led by Helen Frosi, four sound specialists 
and artists were invited to lead sound recording sessions .  
These included listening to the hidden sounds of the river  
with hydrophones and contact microphones with Lee Patterson; 
learning about the social and industrial history of the Wandle 
with Ian Rawes during his river walk and listening session; 
interacting with the river physically and emotionally during 
Sharon Gal’s experimental vocal session; and being playful with 
the river’s bird population through mimicking and translation 
with Jane Pitt . Stephan Barrett joined the project to support 
each of the sound recording sessions .

Through the design of a variety of hands-on activities, 
philosophical and creative endeavours, each workshop explored 
a single aspect of the river’s many facets . Through walking, 
drawing (en plein air), collecting found objects, and activities 
such as lino printing, photography and poetry writing, 
participants questioned how a river such as the Wandle  
might be seen, heard and understood . 

As a whole, the workshops brought together the many 
aspects of the river as perceived by the various groups and 
individuals that spend time in, on and around its meander .  
The artworks created during the workshops became a creative 
springboard – a physical material and aesthetic resource – for  
the design of a permanent audio-visual installation by Helen 
Frosi, which is installed at the Ram Quarter Heritage Centre .

Inhabitants that stay leap over the pure, ever shifting journey

Workshops

 
 
Drawing: Mary Yacoob
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Saturday 16 September, 11am – 4pm 
venue: vestry hall (mitcham) 

A playful, inquisitive walk and collection session that investigated 
the River Wandle and environs through digital and camera-less 
photography . The session followed the riverbank at Ravensbury 
Park (Morden) to the grounds of Morden Hall Park (Morden) .

This session, led by artist-curator Helen Frosi, focused on  
the natural, cultural and social history of the river . Activities 
included a photographic scavenger hunt that encouraged 
participants to look through their lens via a number of word 
“provocations” and a photographic activity that explored specific 
elements of the river . Here, participants were encouraged to 
locate shapes and textures by the river, experiment with waves 
and light on the water’s surface, document riverbank flora and 
fauna, and collect photographic evidence of human activity  
and industry . 

Participants collected objects of interest in the environment 
as they explored the river and nearby green spaces . These 
objects – leaf skeletons, pond weed, lichen encrusted sticks, 
gastropod-nibbled leaves and so forth – were looked at 
collectively, discussed, and later used to make cyanotypes .  
This form of camera-less photography was created by placing 
the found objects onto photo-sensitive paper and exposing  
to sunlight before a final rinse in water to set the image .  
The final images echo inspiration taken from botanist and 
photographer Anna Atkins, and in particular her publication 
Photographs of British algae: Cyanotype Impression .

“Participating in the workshop helped deepen and enhance my perception 
of, and engagement with, my immediate surroundings, as well as 
introducing me to the many fascinating aspects of the River Wandle, 
places which I very much intend to revisit.” 

–stephan, workshop assistant, the world is a camera 

The World Is A Camera
     Life  
     death 

                     mammal 
                     Bird 
                     Insect 

               Stone 
               Water 
               earth 

        Work 
        Rest 
        Play 

                  Green 
                  Brown 
                  Red 
                  Blue 

     Circle        
     Line        
     Curve        

                    Leaf 
                    Thorn 
                    Flower 

        Breath 
        voice 

                   Time  

Root         
Bark         
Canopy      
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Tuesday 19 September, 10am – 4pm,  
venue: vestry hall (mitcham) 

An afternoon recording session on location at Ravensbury Park 
(Morden) and Morden Hall Park (Morden), focusing upon acts  
of listening, interrogating materials and recording the sounds of 
local objects and features .

To initiate this recording session, sound artist Lee Patterson 
gave a talk about the dual yet interrelated elements of his practice, 
exploring how his field recording work with hydrophones and 
contact microphones co-exists and has co-evolved with his  
live work . With recorded examples (underwater sounds and 
vibrations within solids) alongside demonstrations of his unique, 
self-built instruments, he demonstrated how, given current 
technological possibilities, notions of studio and landscape are 
interchangeable, and how open ears, play and curiosity can 
deliver new perspectives on work and environment . 

The day culminated in a walk and recording session utilising 
hand-made hydrophones and contact microphones to seek out 
the hidden sounds of, and in, the river . Listening collectively, 
and on their own, participants captured a variety of sounds that 
hint at how river stones, animals, industrial engineering, plant 
life and industry have affected the sounds of the river; its voice .

“I live locally in the merton area, so was very interested in attending an  
art workshop held at morden hall Park. The introduction to contact  
and hydrophone microphones was extremely helpful and answered many 
questions I have been wondering about.”

– jacqueline, workshop participant, open ears!

Open Ears!10



Sunday 24 September, 1 – 4pm 
venue: all Saints Church (hackbridge) 

An extended vocalisation workshop and sound walk with 
exploratory vocal interventions that took place along the banks 
of the River Wandle from Watercress Park (Hackbridge) to 
Watermeads Nature Reserve (Morden) . 

The workshop, led by experimental vocalist, performer and 
musician Sharon Gal, took inspiration from the varied sonic 
expressions found along the River Wandle and explored 
participants’ relationships with the river as well as ideas relating 
to the presence, flow and the dynamics of water . 

Participants were encouraged to explore their vocal range,  
to mimic sound around them, to listen to and become inspired 
by sounds within the landscape and in, on and by the water . 
Listening, and physical and vocal exercises developed their 
awareness of the space they inhabited as well as the sounds 
around them . 

Through a walk along the River Wandle where the journey 
evolved organically, participants engaged and interacted with 
each other and the environment and made time for observation, 
stillness, sound production and recording . Participants sang to 
the water, listened to its voice and responded with glissandos, 
whispers, watery words, bubbles and such . Birds sang, plants 
swayed in the brisk autumn breeze, dogs barked at their owners 
and cyclists overtook the singing group whilst on their weekend 
bike ride . All sounds mingled to create a very particular 
soundscape .

“I felt engaged and focused and connected with the environment, whilst in 
motion as a journey, in a selected place, by the river. I became aware of 
vibrations, energies of the space and the other participants taking part.”

– jackie, workshop participant, the sound along the stream

The Sound Along The Stream12



Friday 29 September, 1 2– 5pm 
venue: all Saints Church (hackbridge) 

During this session, led by Helen Frosi, the group considered the 
River Wandle through the perspective of geological and botanical 
tapestries by way of a purposefully slow walk along its banks from 
Watercress Park (Hackbridge) to Wilderness Island (Carshalton) . 
Sauntering along, participants took photographs, made sketches 
and collected artefacts that caught their attention . 

After the walk and back at the studio, participants looked 
through their photographs, inspected their finds and delved  
into both the scientific and art worlds for inspiration, browsing 
old copies of herbals (tomes on flora’s medicinal, culinary  
and magical properties) and modern identification guide  
alongside images from the ha Bun Shu by Mori Yuzan (1919),  
an extraordinary collection of wave and ripple designs .

Participants were introduced to experimental ways in  
which to document plant life, by: capturing their morphology; 
focusing on colours, shapes and textures by way of leaf and bark 
rubbings; drawing with mud and other natural materials found 
in situ; as well as using aluminium foil and pencils to make 
instant intaglio works and carbon paper to create traces/ 
tracings and spectral copies of plant life and found artefacts . 
Experimenting with a variety of media, the group also used 
juices from leaves, berries, barks and seeds found by the river  
to ink paper and explore the idea of natural dye creation from 
wild plants and minerals .

“The workshop was a pleasure to do and inspiring. It’s refreshing to  
do experimental drawing, learning new processes, like making inks  
with berries and mud, and drawing with materials found in nature.  
I hope to carry through elements of this way of working into my practice  
as an artist.” 

– mary, workshop participant, drawing with nature

Drawing With Nature14



Friday 06 october, 1 – 4pm 
venue: all Saints Church (hackbridge) 

A walk and printing workshop designed to acquaint participants 
with the art of lino-cutting and printing . Inspiration for imagery 
was taken from the natural surroundings along the River Wandle .

Exploring the fork of the River Wandle by Watercress Park 
(Hackbridge) this workshop, led by Helen Frosi, gave opportunity 
for the participants to explore the river’s naturalised flora, fauna 
and the nature of the river itself, focusing on the play of light  
on the course and flow of the water, as well as the highlights and 
shadows on a variety of materials such as bark, foliage, feathers 
and discarded items (bags, cans, newspapers, balls, etc .) .

Using objects collected, photographs and notes taken during 
the morning walk, back at the studio participants translated 
their ideas first into line drawings and later, after exploring  
a variety of cutting techniques, into beautiful monochrome 
linoprints, examples of which are to be found in, and on the 
cover of, this booklet .

“Great to visit the Wandle and get inspiration for the lino cutting and  
to acquire some new techniques and workshop leader made the session 
enjoyable, peaceful and the results were super!”

– adrienne, workshop participant, lino and light

Lino And Light

 
 
Print: Stephan Barrett
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Sunday 15 october, 10am – 5pm 
Route: earlsfield Rail Station (earlsfield) to morden hall Park (morden) 

A river-long walk and recording session, in sound and photography, 
where participants were encouraged to look and listen out for 
hidden histories whilst also considering the links between sound 
and image . The walk began at Earlsfield railway station, walking 
south through Garrett Park, Wandle Meadow Nature Reserve, 
Wandle Park, by Merton Abbey Mills, and concluded after an 
exploration of Morden Hall Park .

Field recordist Ian Rawes, respected for his long-term project 
The London Sound Survey, led this field-recording session along 
the River Wandle . Ian brought his experience and historical 
knowledge (industrial and cultural) to the session to inspire and 
provoke questions . Equally, participants were encouraged to 
share their own experiences of the River Wandle with the group . 

During the walk, participants discussed the industrial 
heritage of the river; spotted the remains of flues, boats, culverts 
and mills; listened to the crackle of a nearby electricity 
substation; tracked human-made channels; sniffed out hidden 
autumn fungi and a city farm; identified a grey heron, long-
tailed tits, pigeons, mallards and an unidentified bird’s nest 
(whilst hearing robins, blackbirds and a variety of corvidae); and 
listened to the frothy flow of the river through a fallen willow 
and a similar sounding sluice .

Visiting Merton Abbey Mills – the once site of Morris & Co .’s 
workshops and Liberty & Co .’s silk printworks – the group 
experienced a working water mill at The Wheelhouse (one  
of only four extant across the river), which was once used  
to rinse gum from printed silks and now turns a potter’s wheel .

In addition to collective listening activities and sound 
recording in situ, there was ample time simply to close one’s 
eyes and listen to the riverscape in quiet reflection .

The River Speaks

“I found the workshop fun and educational. I learnt about different kinds  
of recording equipment that can be used outdoors. There was advice  
about how to use equipment under different conditions. We got to practice 
making sound recordings and we talked about immersing ourselves in the 
environment, taking time to observe, listen and notate it.”

– mary, workshop participant, the river speaks
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Saturday 21 october, 11am – 4pm 
venue: vestry hall (mitcham) 

A session that focused on the material and psychological 
properties of objects and experiences gleaned on walks taken 
along the River Wandle at Morden Hall Park (Morden) .

This session, led by Helen Frosi, engaged participants with 
the pleasures of the natural world by way of various sensory 
activities, the collection of natural materials, and through 
drawing and writing exercises . 

Whilst on the river walk participants explored the rich 
sensory landscape of the waters, scrub and parkland by  
creating directional sound maps in pen and ink . They had  
the opportunity to listen to their environment amplified 
through a directional recording device and were encouraged  
to take in their environment through their eyes, hands and 
noses as they made drawings in situ and collected colours  
and textures from the vicinity by way of rubbings and 
descriptive notes . 

Taking inspiration from the first nations of America’s and 
Australia’s practicess of collecting objects and creating tangible 
artefacts that tell stories of events or travels, participants created 
their own aide memoires in the form of a “ journey stick” from 
items such as leaves, stones, seeds, feathers and other found 
items that had been collected during their walk . Each item 
represented a specific moment or memory from the walk and 
was twined onto a stick using a variety of coloured wools to 
represent the binding together of ideas and lives .

 
“The workshop was insightful, I learned to appreciate my other senses and 
enjoy the view of the park through practical and creative, engaging tasks.”

– sabrina, workshop participant, materials and memory

Materials And Memory22



Friday 27 october, 12 –3pm 
venue: all Saints Centre (hackbridge) 

A circular walk through Watercress Park (Hackbridge) to 
Wilderness Island (Carshalton) and a field-recording session  
that brought participants into contact with birds and other 
creatures that live and breed along the River Wandle via 
listening and vocalisation exercises .

Along The Wandle Trail are lush sites of flora and fauna . 
Focusing on the variety of bird life in the area, artist Jane Pitt 
brought attention to the diversity of calls that could be heard 
through a simple listening exercise that focused on sound – 
directionally, and both near and far away .

Participants documented what was seen and heard in the 
undergrowth and along the river banks through text and sound 
recordings . With time, they constructed onomatopoeia and 
phonetic descriptions of the birdcalls they heard, making 
occasional stops to create personal vocal versions of these bird 
sounds (consulting the sound maps they had made as a guide  
or score) . The sonic stroll ended with a collective recording 
session to capture the group’s attempts at mimicking birdsong . 

As the group walked home, a kingfisher flashed its teal jacket 
from under a low bridge, its fiery tail fanned in the evening light . 

an unexpected chance to stop and tap into senses that are overlooked. 
Stepping out of the city and into a beautiful unknown spot to explore  
and contemplate sounds and how sounds are made.”
anneke, workshop participant, fl-utter-ances

Fl-utter-ances24



kick kick 

      peeu peeu 
        piii piii    kick 

                            croaking /quacking / loud trilling or whinny 
         FRanK    KaaRK 
                          kuu-ruk 
 ke-ke-ke-ke 
              ke-wick                   hooo-hoo-hoo  
                    tswick
   chreee   chee-kee 
                    hard tack and grating churr 
 
                          rrrs and zzzzzs repetitive chatter and churrr 
                  with frequent changes in pitch

zit    zit       zit zit     zit zit zit     zit zit zit zit succession of zit notes getting 
                             louder and faster 
   huit 
   orrr-ooo-coo 
             coo-oo-cuk, coo-oo-cuk 
                               KRaaah  
                     tchjak’tchjak-ak

    pink     pink-pink            tic        tseeee          chak-chak-ak   
                                  pruk 

Birdsong: phonetic references devised for Wilderness Island (Carshalton) 
Designed by Jane Pitt



Sunday 29 october, 12 –3pm 
venue: Sutton ecology Centre (Carshalton) 

An experimental poetry workshop that explored the physical, 
sensory and spectral presence of the River Wandle and its 
environs, taking place at the Sutton Ecology Centre (Carshalton) 
with explorations around the Grove and Carshalton Ponds . 

Using in situ listening exercises and a collection of photographs 
and objects from along the river as inspiration, participants 
created a collection of text works . During the session, participants 
learned about and explored a variety of experimental writing 
techniques, from automatic- and guided writing exercises 
(splicing historical and creative texts together) through to 
folding pieces, collaborative writings and cut-up and erasure/
redactions of poems written by other participants . 

Participants worked together and independently to create 
sonic and concrete (visual) poems, incorporating images, 
onomatopoeic words and invented languages within their works 
to trace, invoke and transform the sounds, shapes and textures 
of the Wandle’s waters . A selection of the poems written during 
this session are published throughout this booklet .

“a really inspiring session. The timed writing sessions were very useful in 
helping to discover new poetic approaches and I enjoyed collaborating with 
the other workshop participants and the workshop leader to create new 
work. It was also great to explore the Wandle and Carshalton Ponds on 
such a beautiful day.”

– stephan, workshop participant, poetics of the river

Poetics Of The River28



Confluence: The River Speaks was a project emerging from curiosity 
and engagement with the river and its natural and man-made 
processes . During the workshops the participants, workshop 
leaders and I listened to what the Wandle had to say, observed 
its nature and its effect on land, human and other animal 
activity, and created a variety of conversations and actions  
in response . We questioned how a river such as the Wandle 
might be seen and understood, and also considered whether  
a river is alive, or might it only contain and give life? 

Spending extended amounts of time with and by the River 
Wandle was vital to the project as it brought an embodied 
cohesion to the resulting artworks, sound recordings and 
conversations between workshop participants . During the 
workshops, the river’s sounds rang all the more in our ears, 
giving rise to the following questions: Does the river have a 
voice? If so, how might we hear it, describe it and begin to 
decipher it?

The audio-visual installation you will experience at the Ram 
Quarter Heritage Centre was inspired by and derived from these 
questions . It combines many of the sound recordings made by 
the workshop participants and is a poetic work that attempts to 
activate the voice of the Wandle through a process of “tuning 
in”, and “tuning up” of the river’s unique soundscape .

The final piece began to form during a number of creative 
exercises in llistening in to – and out for  – sound worlds specific 
to the Wandle and its locale . For example, focusing on the sound 
of water droplets falling from a moist verge, then telescoping  
out to the torrent of sounds that are the course of the stream  
as heard through the resonance of a metal bridge nearby . Such 
elements feature in the piece and are inspired by hydrophone 
and contact microphone recordings made during the Open 
Ears! session with Lee Patterson .

Bringing together the worlds of the “human” and the “liquid 
other” into the work, I fashioned “hearing trumpets” from 
discarded glass bottles that were found in the river . When held to 

the ear by a source of running water this rudimentary 
technology revealed the hidden voice of the water: numerous 
watery tones, timbres and songs undetectable by the naked  
ear . These mellifluous, metallic and glassy sounds can be heard 
in the final piece .

In response to the sounds of the water’s song, the installation 
also features human voices recorded along the banks of the 
River Wandle during The Sound Along the Stream session with 
Sharon Gal . Here these voices are responding to and improvising 
with the flow, colour and scent of the waters (as well as the oral 
communication of other creatures) with echoes and mimesis, 
glossolalia and onomatopoeic phrases .

In the making of this piece I have spent many hours in the 
company of the River Wandle . I hope that it will inspire you to 
ponder upon the river a little, take in its sites and sounds, and 
dream a little about its inner life…

What is the river saying to you?

helen frosi, lead artist  

             drawings that develop
           over centuries behind f lowing
           much    like the other
           the river  running blue pink

rainbow in the sunlight
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Helen Frosi
London-based inter-disciplinary artist, curator  
and Director of SoundFjord. 
Helen Frosi is a multi-disciplinary artist, curator and 
producer whose current practice researches into the 
social, cultural and political aspects of sound and  
listening. Helen is fascinated by the resonance and 
poetics of place, and in particular by peri-urban 
landscapes that perpetually shift – geologically, 
economically, sensuously and metaphorically – acting 
both as memory palace and palimpsest. As a curator, 
Helen is interested in social sculpture, collaborative 
practices and collective actions, with her most recent 
work being Curator with James Bulley on the 
inaugural Longplayer Day, an annual peripatetic 
cross-disciplinary festival focusing on time and space, 
duration and long-term thinking. Helen is Director  
of SoundFjord a nomadic curatorial platform, Founder 
of the Visible Near Midnight Recordings label and is  
a visiting research fellow at Goldsmiths, University of 
London. soundfjord.org

Sharon Gal
London-based experimental vocalist, performer  
and musician. 
Sharon is a respected vocal improviser and has ongoing 
collaborations with the likes of Phil Minton & Feral 
Singers, David Toop, Lina Lapelyte and Anat Ben David. 
She is co-founder of London’s arts radio, Resonance 
104.4 fm, and her music has been released by Ash 
International, Paradigm Records, Chocolate Monk, 
Ecstatic Yod, American Tapes, The Tapeworm and  
My Dance the Skull. Sharon directs participatory  
compositions/performances that examine the 
inter-relations between people and place. These pieces 
are site-specific and evolve collaboratively and invite 
participation from the public. sharon-gal.com 

Lee Patterson
Prestwich-based artist, field recordist, musician  
and soundtrack composer.
Working across various forms, Lee attempts to 
understand his surroundings through different ways  
of listening. Characterised by revealing subliminal and 
barely audible sound materials within commonplace 
things, his unorthodox approach to generating sound 
has led to collaborations with a host of international 
artists and musicians. Releases include: Seven Vignettes, 
Egg Fry #2, Midhopestones, with Phil Minton, Michel 
Doneda, Louisa Martin and Rhodri Davies, and Bouy 
with Paul Vogel and Phil Durrant. His solo and 
collaborative works have featured in various exhibitions 
and festivals, and on UK TV, BBC Radio 3 and 4, 
Resonance 104.4 fm and on radio stations worldwide. 

Jane Pitt
Chatham-based inter-disciplinary artist, recordist  
and community project worker. 
Jane’s practice places particular focus on sound and 
multi-sensory perception. Making work nationally and 
internationally through commissions and residencies 
in response to sites as well as with the public in public 
spaces, on land, water and moving vehicles. Motivated 
by a strong desire to create experiences and moments 
of connection with people she creates participatory 
sound works and interactive installations in public 
spaces. Water is a recurring theme in her work, including 
a piece layering vocalisations of water with water 
recordings. She is currently developing a project based 
around women who live by different bodies of water. 
janepitt.co.uk 

Ian Rawes
Cambridge-based sound recordist, historian  
and Director of the London Sound Survey.
Ian M Rawes is a field recordist respected for The London 
Sound Survey. He has had various jobs including 
compositor, graphic designer, market stallholder and 
most recently was part of the British Library’s Listening 
and Viewing Service. The London Sound Survey  
hosts more than 1,000 contemporary and archival 
recordings of the city, and has been featured in Time 
Out and the Wire magazine, and on BBC Radio 4, 
World Service and Resonance 104.4 fm. Ian is a 
sought-after speaker and has been invited to speak to 
audiences at museums, academic institutions, local 
history groups and music festivals. His book, Honk, 
Conk & Squacket: Fabulous and forgotten sound-words from a 
vanished age of listening was published in November 2016. 
soundsurvey.org.uk 

Stephan Barrett
London-based pianist, field recordist, improviser  
and sound editor. 
Stephan Barrett is a pianist and sonic explorer who per- 
forms as a duo with artist Helen Frosi under the moniker 
Postcards from the Volcano. Here the two focus on the 
production of site-sensitive works using objects and 
material gleaned on walks they conduct in London’s 
peri-urban landscape. As an improviser and pianist 
Stephan has performed at Full of Noises Festival, 
Hundred Years Gallery, Harts Lane Gallery, and 
appeared on Wandsworth radio and SonicaFM and 
released two albums with saxophonist Dan Strange 
under the name, Georges Kaplan Presents... He also 
works as a copy editor and has advised Helen Frosi on 
post-production on a number of her recent projects. 
postcardsfromthevolcano.webs.com 
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   strange light speckled 
and all over watery fire,  haunted 
     burnt away pictures   tie dying 
       holes 
      blue amazement  
       painted cyan sea 
  f loating memories   make me mysterious 
        dust  washed   water 
       faded  indigo 

Collaborative poems: Stephan Barrett . Siobhan Beaton . Sabrina Begum . Youngsook Choi .  
Annie Ho Cooper . Chris Monier-Williams (with Frank, Ibrahim and Karuna) .

blue
               trace   impression  unique 
                    vein glow
                  unknown  question
                   mystery depth
                    calm serenity

                    creaking  fence 

                     lavender 
                old oak   clank of metal
                 susseration  whispering trees
                  leaves hovering like birds
                waves of sunlight 
  
  traffic whoosh

 



Confluence: The River Speaks has been commissioned  
on behalf of Greenland Group, developer of Ram 
Quarter, as part of an exciting arts programme  
curated by cultural placemaking agency Futurecity  
in partnership with Pump House Gallery. The project 
engages with the local community to explore the 
fascinating history of the River Wandle and the 
surrounding area. 

The project is supported by Wandsworth Council  
and Enable Leisure & Culture and Living Wandle 
Landscape Partnership. LWLP is an ambitious  
£2.4m programme funded by the Heritage Lottery 
Fund celebrating and promoting access to the River 
Wandle’s natural and built heritage.

Confluence: The River Speaks is part of the Pump House 
Gallery OutHouse programme. This programme  
aims to work with artists and local communities  
to find ways to explore, capture and animate the  
local environment.

futurecity.co.uk  
pumphousegallery.org.uk  
wandlevalleypark.co.uk
 

Stephan Barrett, Sharon Gal, Lee Patterson, Jane Pitt 
and Ian Rawes.

Participants: Siobhan Beaton, Sabrina Begum, Mara 
Bueno, Marguerite Carrasco, Youngsook Choi, Claire 
Cooke, Nicola Davenport, Rebecca Denholm, Graham 
Dowdall (gagarin), Phil Durrant, Jacqueline Ford, 
Martin Freeman, Diana Frosi, Robert Gilbert, Matt 
Gilley, Helene Greenwood, Annie Ho Cooper, Diana 
Kahn, Leon Lewington, Francisco Mazza, Laura 
Mitchison, Terence Mitchison, Chris Monier-Williams 
(with Frank, Ibrahim and Karuna), Vijay Nair, Jane 
Porter, Adrienne Roberts, Liberty Rowley, Jojo Taylor, 
Clair Urbahn, Federico Villella, Ben Waddington, 
Julian Weaver, Simon Wroe and Mary Yacoob.

Jennifer Barnes at FutureCity . Sarah Perry, Kelvin 
Shewry and Rebecca Watts at the Living Wandle 
Landscape Partnership . Sara O’Donnell, Lily McGuire, 
Hannah Keating, Greer MacKeogh and Anneke Kuipers 
at the Pump House Gallery . Toby Massawe at Purcell.

Phil Copestake for the use of his art studio. June 
Mountsteven at the All Saints Centre. Staff at Sutton 
Ecology Centre. Staff at Vestry Hall.

All artworks and poems in this publication were  
created by workshop participants, often collaboratively. 
Additional field recordings by Lee Patterson and 
Stephan Barrett are included in the AV installation  
at the Ram Quarter Heritage Centre. All are used with 
kind permission. Copyright for individual artworks 
remains with the individual creator(s).

Photography: A Company of Enthusiasts. Stephan 
Barrett 
Cover Images: Diana Frosi
Text: Helen Frosi
Design: Joe Hales
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f licks      of    curled     light 
deep    green 
on     red 
blurring     the    edges 
bark    cracks 
fronds 
smear         
hidden    earth        
dappled         
decay         
forbidden         
fruit         
ice     blue    ghosts        

river channelling – rippling ever outward a f luid spiderweb of thought . light 
sparkling in my mind, a nemesis where does the river begin . can you find 
where I begin, this f luid f luidity inside – trying to channel, then release in 
ever widening streams . rivers of consciousness . what happens when the 
spirals and parabola touch – to set off new wavelets of energy . cannot be 
contained, controlled or concretised, covered over . It streams underneath our 
feet in charged frequencies a chaos of high, low and then pure white noise.

Poem: Helene Greenwood
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